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Full Version Download. Download free KaraFun Studio. Akarafun Studio 1.20.90 build
533./* * Copyright (c) 2016-2020, Yann Collet, Facebook, Inc. * All rights reserved. * *

This source code is licensed under both the BSD-style license (found in the * LICENSE file
in the root directory of this source tree) and the GPLv2 (found * in the COPYING file in

the root directory of this source tree). * You may select, at your option, one of the above-
listed licenses. */ #ifndef ZSTD_OPT_H #define ZSTD_OPT_H

/*-************************************** * Dependencies
***************************************/ #include /* size_t */ #include "compiler.h" /*
ZSTD_VERSION_STRING, ZSTD_VERSION */ #include "zstd.h" /* enum ZSTD_strategy,

ZSTD_parameter_t, ZSTD_compressionJobSize */ #include "zstd_errors.h" /* enum
ZSTD_errorCode, ZSTD_compressionParameters, ZSTD_dParamters, ZSTD_rawTable */

#include "histogram.h" /* ZSTD_fHistogram */ /*-************************************** *
ZSTD_options * ZSTD set of parameters used when compiling a ZSTD job.

***************************************/ typedef struct { unsigned version; /* see
ZSTD_VERSION */ unsigned HCdictID; /* see ZSTD_HC_mode_e, ZSTD_HC_params */

unsigned fParams; /* see ZSTD_params_t */ size_t jobSize; /* see
ZSTD_compressionParameters */ unsigned jobRdSkipped; /* see Z
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